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Abstract We present a statistical method called Covering Topic Score (CTS) to predict query performance for information
retrieval. Estimation is based on how well the topic of a user’s query is covered by documents retrieved from a certain retrieval
system. Our approach is conceptually simple and intuitive, and can be easily extended to incorporate features beyond bagof-words such as phrases and proximity of terms. Experiments demonstrate that CTS significantly correlates with query
performance in a variety of TREC test collections, and in particular CTS gains more prediction power benefiting from
features of phrases and proximity of terms. We compare CTS with previous state-of-the-art methods for query performance
prediction including clarity score and robustness score. Our experimental results show that CTS consistently performs better
than, or at least as well as, these other methods. In addition to its high effectiveness, CTS is also shown to have very low
computational complexity, meaning that it can be practical for real applications.
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Introduction

A typical information retrieval (IR) scenario comprises a collection of documents and an IR system which
retrieves documents in response to a user’s query. A
user submitting a query to the IR system has his/her
information need in mind. He/she can judge the returned documents according to their relevance to this
information need. Query performance prediction is an
attempt to quantify the quality of results returned by
an IR system for a specific query without any relevance
information from the user. Recently predicting query
performance has been recognized as an important capability for IR systems and is attracting growing interest
within the IR research community[1,2] .
Ideally, a system which is able to predict query performance can adapt parameters or change algorithms
to suit the query. For example, some researchers[3,4]
utilized prediction of query performance to improve retrieval through deciding automatically whether to use
the phase of query expansion. This first step illustrates
how predicting query performance can improve an IR

system’s performance by performing query-specific processing.
Besides its impact on IR systems, predicting query
performance can provide valuable feedback for users,
e.g., reporting confidence scores for results and possibly
asking the user to revise the query. It can also inform
the system administrator regarding topics that are of
increasing interest to users, but not answered well by
the system[1] .
In this paper, we propose a statistical method called
Covering Topic Score (CTS) to predict query performance. CTS measures how well the topic of the user’s
query is covered by retrieved documents to do the estimation. The idea of predicting query performance by
studying to what extent retrieved documents cover the
topic of the query is inspired by our observations, which
we present in detail below. If a retrieved document set
has high occurrences of all the query terms, it is quite
likely to be a successful search. In that case, all the
topic concepts are covered well by the retrieved documents, and each query term is deemed to indicate one
topic concept of the query respectively. Queries of low
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performance are those with most query terms seldom
appearing in returned documents or most query terms
remarkably appearing except some primary terms of
great importance. In this type of situation, most or at
least some of the topic concepts of the query are missed,
resulting in an unsuccessful search.
For example, consider a query “lyme disease arthritis”, which is the Title field of TREC topic 604. In this
query, the three query terms are supposed to represent three independent topic concepts and all the three
comprise the information request of the user. All the
three query terms appear observably together in top returned documents. Hence all the topic concepts of the
query are well covered, promising a high average precision of that query. Consider another query “profiling
motorists police”, the Title field of TREC topic 432. In
this query, many irrelevant documents retrieved by the
IR system contain words “motorist” and “police”, but
they all miss the very important word “profile” and
thus one main concept of the query is missed by the
result.
CTS tries to predict query performance based on
how well the topic of the user’s query is covered by retrieved documents. For a submitted query, CTS first
analyzes the query and decomposes it into separate
topic concepts with different weights indicating different importance of concepts. CTS finds out whether the
returned documents cover all these topic concepts well.
In the following section, we will describe CTS in full
detail.
The main advantage of CTS is its high speed and
effectiveness. Since CTS only needs to calculate the relative frequencies of query terms in the returned data.
set, it is extremely easy and fast to compute, which
means that it is practical for utilization in real applications. More importantly, experiments demonstrate
CTS significantly correlates with query performance in
a variety of TREC test collections, and consistently performs better than, or at least as well as, existing stateof-the-art methods for query performance prediction,
including clarity score and robustness score. In particular, CTS is an intuitive and general model that can be
easily extended to incorporate features beyond bag-ofwords, such as phrases and proximity of terms, which
results in more predictive power for the model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes some related work. Section 3 describes our
approach for predicting query performance in full detail. Section 4 describes the experiments we conducted
on TREC data. Section 5 analyzes the efficiency of our
proposed predictors. Finally Section 6 concludes the
paper and presents some directions for future work.
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Related Work

Prediction of query performance has been attracting growing interest within the IR research community,
and it has been carried out under different names such
as query difficulty or query ambiguity. The problem
of predicting query performance was proposed because
many IR systems suffer a significant variation in performance across queries. Given this observation, it is
desirable that IR systems can identify those queries of
low performance in order to handle them properly[1,2] .
The Reliable Information Access (RIA) workshop[5]
investigated the reasons for system variance in performance. By performing failure analysis on TREC topics,
10 failure categories were identified. Five categories of
the ten relate to the systems’ failure to identify all aspects of the topic. Our work follows this direction by
predicting query performance on the basis of how well
the topic of a user’s query is covered by retrieved documents.
Query performance prediction is a challenging task,
as shown in [1, 2]. In the Robust Track[2] , systems were
asked to rank the topics by predicted performance in
order to do topic-specific processing. Performance of
prediction was measured by comparing the ranking of
topics based on their actual precision to the ranking
based on their predicted precision. Many methods were
tried in this track and as the track report claimed[2] predicting query performance is intrinsically difficult.
Existing methods of predicting query performance
can be divided into two categories: pre-retrieval predictors and post-retrieval predictors. Pre-retrieval predictors utilize the static information of a query, which
can be computed before retrieval; besides static information, post-retrieval predictors also utilize the dynamic information, which can only be computed after
retrieval.
As shown in Fig.1, static information and dynamic
information are the two main kinds of features used
for performing the prediction. Static information is the
natural property of the query and can be computed
before retrieval, e.g., statistic characteristics of query
terms (IDF etc.) in the collection and linguistic characteristics of a query; dynamic information captures
the main characteristics of the search result and can
only be computed after retrieval, e.g., a query term’s
distribution in the returned documents and interrelationships within them etc. Static information is usually
easy and fast to compute by using term statistics of index; dynamic information is more reliable to be used in
query performance estimation due to making good use
of search results, but it often involves complex computations to obtain the features.
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Fig.1. Static and dynamic information of a query to predict query
performance.

Category I: Pre-Retrieval Predictors
Pre-retrieval predictors attempt to utilize query
borne properties to predict query performance. These
query properties typically include specificity and generality. The resolution power of the query to discriminate
the relevant documents from other documents for the
request is the most significant query property, and has
been explored extensively in query performance estimation. It has been observed that this seems to be associated with statistical characteristics of query terms
within the document index file and linguistic characteristics of a query.
He and Ounis[6] suggest that the standard deviation of the inverse document frequency (idf) of the
query terms correlates positively with average precision.
They observe that the distribution of the informative
amount in query terms can affect the retrieval performance. They suggest good retrieval performance be
correlated with high variation of query term idf. Plachouras et al.[7] studied a predictor based on the average inverse collection term frequency (avICTF) of the
query terms. They hypothesized that the performance
of a query can be reflected by the average qualities of
its composing terms. The above two predictors are easy
and fast to compute by utilizing query term statistics of
index. Hence they are useful for practical applications.
Considering linguistic characteristics of a query,
Mothe and Tanguy[8] analyzed the correlation between
16 different linguistic features of TREC queries and the
average precision scores. Each of these features can
be viewed as a clue to a linguistically specific characteristic, either morphological, syntactical or semantic.
Two of these features (syntactic links span and polysemy value) show a significant impact on effectiveness of
searching. Swen et al.[9] also tried to use the total ambiguity of query terms to estimate query performance.
They used a sense distribution dictionary constructed
from WordNet and a sense-tagged Brown corpus to estimate the ambiguity of a single query word. Although
the correlation values are not very high, these predic-
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tors indicate a promising link between some linguistic
characteristics and query performance.
Category II: Post-Retrieval Predictors
Post-retrieval predictors try to analyze characteristics of top-retrieved documents which are supposed to
be relevant to the query by the IR system. The clarity
score method[10] belongs to this category, and was one
of first successful methods used for quantifying query
performance. The clarity score measures the degree
of dissimilarity between the language usage associated
with the query and the generic language of the collection. Experiments in [10] report that clarity score
significantly correlates with query performance in a variety of TREC test collections. Thus the clarity score is
considered one of the state-of-the-art methods. Amati
et al.[11] propose the DFR scoring model by using the
KL-divergence between a query term’s frequency in the
top retrieved documents and the frequency in the whole
collection, which is very similar to the definition of the
clarity score.
Zhou et al.[12] introduced the notion of ranking robustness, which refers to a property of a ranked list of
documents that indicates how stable the ranking is in
the presence of uncertainty in the ranked documents.
A statistical measure called the robustness score is proposed to quantify that notion and is used for the estimation. Ranking robustness provides us a novel framework to predict query performance. Robustness score
shows the highest correlation with the average precision in a variety of TREC test collections, to our best
knowledge.
Vinay et al.[13] studied the clustering tendency of retrieved documents based on the “cluster hypothesis”[14]
and proposed four methods of predicting query performance. These methods primarily attempt to study
whether the retrieved documents are a random set of
points or a clustered set of points. The most effective
measure is that of the sensitivity to document perturbation, which is somewhat similar to the robustness
score.
Carmel et al.[15] attempted to answer the question of
what makes a query difficult and discussed the problem
thoroughly. They found that the distance measured by
the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the retrieved
document set and the collection significantly correlated
with average precision.
Yom-Tov et al.[3] proposed a learning estimator
based on the agreement between results of the full query
and results of its sub-queries. If the query terms agree
on most of the returned documents, high performance
of the query can be expected. The main advantage of
the estimator is its simplicity and that it can be com-
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puted efficiently during query execution. Our proposed
method CTS shares closely related insights, which perform the estimation based on the contribution of each
query term to the final retrieved documents. Despite
the high level similarity, the details of the methods differ greatly, with our method allowing more general features such as phrases and proximity of terms to measure
the topic concept in a conceptually simple and intuitive
statistical model.
Pre-retrieval predictors are the most desirable since
they tend to easily and efficiently compute, just using
query term statistics of the document index to do simple computation. Hence, they are very suitable for real
IR applications. However, they do not make use of
any information taken from the search results, so they
cannot predict the quality of results perfectly. All existing pre-retrieval predictors only achieve limited success.
Post-retrieval predictors examine the search results in
detail to capture their important characteristics, which
brings in more prediction power. Our goal is to propose
a high speed query performance predictor which is more
effective than, or at least as well as, these state-of-theart predictors. By stressing both static and dynamic
information simultaneously and integrating the right
features in a simple manner, CTS is able to increase
effectiveness and efficiency at the same time.
3

Measure Topic Coverage Density

In this work, the Covering Topic Score (CTS)
method is proposed to measure how well retrieved documents cover the topic of a user’s query. In a classical
IR scenario, a user submitting a query to the IR system
has her information need in her mind, and she can then
judge the retrieved documents according to their relevance to this information need. Information need can
be comprised of several separate topic concepts. To
what extent retrieved documents cover those topic concepts can reflect the user satisfaction with the search
result. We can hypothesize that if the search result
covers all the topic concepts well, it is quite likely to be
a successful search, and satisfy the user’s information
need.
The idea of predicting query performance by measuring CTS is inspired by two considerations. Firstly,
CTS concerns the basic processing of IR, e.g., trying
to understand the user’s query and decomposing it into
separate topic concepts, as well as judging how well
the search result covers these topic concepts with the
goal of eventually being able to predict query performance. Secondly, we observe that often for a successful
search, the returned document set has high occurrences
of all the query terms; for an unsuccessful search, most
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or some query terms seldom appear in the top result.
We hypothesize that high occurrence of one query term
indicates one topic concept is well covered; the distribution of query terms in the returned documents can
be used to perform the estimation of query effectiveness. We examine this hypothesis thoroughly in the
next section.
Now we describe our approach to computing the
CTS in detail. For a newly submitted query Q,
we decompose it into a set of topic concepts TC =
{tc1 , tc2 , tc3 , . . . , tcn }. For each topic concept tci in
TC, we set a weight IM (tci ) indicating variance of importance across topic concepts. Next we compute the
covering degree CD of the retrieved documents for all
these topic concepts. We define CD(tc i ) as the degree
of the search result covering the topic concept of tci .
Finally, we compute the CTS by adding covering degree CD(tc i ) multiplied by the weight IM (tc i ) for each
topic concept tci in TC. The whole process is illustrated
in Fig.2.
X
CTS =
IM (tc i ) × CD(tc i ).
(1)
tc i ∈TC

As shown in (1), after query Q is decomposed into a
set of topic concept tc i in TC, we need to compute the
importance IM (tc i ) and the covering degree CD(tc i )
respectively. The first part relates to the property of
the query itself. The latter one correlates with the
statistical characteristics of retrieved documents. We
describe ways to measure those two parts in the next
subsection.

Fig.2. Covering topic score calculation.

3.1

Measure Importance of Topic Concept

In the long history of developing sophisticated retrieval models for improving performance in IR, words
in the documents and queries are considered to be independent with each other. In this subsection, we follow this standard hypothesis. Each term of the query
is supposed to be independent from other terms and
represents one topic concept. Let us return to the
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TREC topic 604 “lyme disease arthritis” examined earlier. The three query terms indicate three separate
topic concepts, all of which compose the information
request of the user. Up to now, every query term is
thought to be one topic concept, and (1) can be transferred to (2) as follows:
X
IM (q) × CD(q)
(2)
CTS =
q∈Q

where q is a query term of query Q.
In this work, we propose two statistical methods to
quantify the importance of a query term, principally
utilizing term statistics of the document index. One
method named IM 1 uses the inverse document frequency (IDF) to measure the importance. We suppose
that terms that are of great importance and semantic
significance tend to occur in a smaller fraction of a collection than other terms. IM 1 is defined as
IM 1(q) =

1
DF (q)

(3)

where DF (q) is document frequency of term q in the
collection.
The other statistical method named IM 2 follows two
criteria. First, important terms have lower frequency
than other terms in the collection. Second, important
terms tend to have variant frequency in different document of the collection. In other words, words of no
importance often have stable distributions in the collection. Since mean and variance are two important
measures of a variable, we use the combination of the
two to compute IM 2.
IM 2(q) =

VP (q)
MP (q)

(4)

where MP (q) is the mean of the probability of term q
in an individual document and VP (q) is the variance of
the probability of term q. These are defined as follows:
P
16i6C Pi (q)
MP (q) =
(5)
C
where C is the number of documents in the collection
and each document is denoted as Di . Pi (q) is probability of term q in Di which is its frequency in document
Di divided by the total number of terms in Di .
sP
2
16i6C (Pi (q) − MP (q))
.
(6)
VP (q) =
C −1
Both IM 1 and IM 2 use the static information attempting to grasp the property of query terms, and
hence they can be computed before retrieval.

3.2

Measure Covering Degree of Topic
Concept

In this subsection, we analyze the retrieved documents for a given query to measure the covering degree
CD for each topic concept. Under the assumption of independence of query terms, we prefer to calculate query
terms’ frequencies in the top N returned documents to
quantify the covering degree. If a query term has high
occurrences in the search result, the CD of that term
is considered to be high; by contrast, if a query term
seldom appears in the top returned documents, the CD
tends to be low. Formally, we define covering degree as
follows:
P
PD (q) × W (D)
CD(q) = D∈R
(7)
N
where D is a document, R is the returned dataset, N
is the size of R, W (D) is the weight of document D
and PD (q) is probability of term q in D which is its
frequency in document D divided by the total number
of terms in D.
Documents in the returned dataset are not totally
independent of each other. They are returned by the
IR system in descending order of relevance to a given
query. Hence, top ranked documents tend to be the
right answers and show more statistical significance to
calculate the covering degree values. And other documents in the returned dataset tend not to be relevant to the query and bring in more noise. Hence, we
should attach different weights to the returned documents. Top ranked documents should weigh more than
low ranked documents. In this paper, we explore two
different weighting schemes as follows for this purpose.
Experimental results in Section 4 show the effectiveness
of this weighting strategy.
One weighting strategy named W 1 weights top N
returned documents the same as a baseline approach,
which is defined as:
W 1(D) = 1.

(8)

The other strategy named W 2 weights a document
D by the probability of D given query Q and is defined
as:
W 2(D) = P (D|Q).
(9)
(9) can be transformed to (10) by Bayesian inversion:
W 2(D) = P (D|Q) ∝ P (Q|D)P (D).

(10)

We compute P (Q|D) by estimating the likelihood of
an individual document model generating the query[16]
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as:

Y

P (Q|D) =

P (q|D).

(11)

q∈Q

We suppose longer documents tend to offer more
statistic information. Hence, here longer document is
set higher prior probability and defined as:
P (D) =

|D|
|D| + δ

(12)

where |D| is the length of the document D, δ is set to
be 10 000.
We estimate P (q|D) by relative frequencies of terms
linearly smoothed with collection frequencies as:
P (q|D) = λPml (q|D) + (1 − λ)Pcoll (q)

(13)

where Pml (q|D) is the relative frequency of term q in
document D, Pcoll (q) is the relative frequency of term
q in the collection as a whole, and λ is set to be 0.9 in
this work.
Covering degree using W 1 is named CD1 while covering degree using W 2 is named CD2. CD captures the
main characteristics of returned document set. They
belong to the dynamic information. In this way, our
method integrates both static and dynamic information
as main components in a simple manner.
3.3

Combing Features Beyond Bag-of-Words

Recently features beyond bag-of-words, such as
phrases and proximity of terms, have been shown to be
able to improve the performance of IR systems[17,18] .
However, existing research on prediction of query performance has not examined the usefulness of features
beyond the bag-of-words, as far as we know. We would
like to see whether these features can lead to improved
query performance prediction results.
In the Web context, users tend to supply short
queries, thus it is obviously important to make the most
out of what little information these short queries give
us. A phrase match between a document and a query
is usually an indication that the document deals with
topic concept of the query described by the phrase.
In this work, we treat each term-pair with the same
order from the query as a phrase. Let us return to the
query “lyme disease arthritis”, we suppose “lyme disease” and “disease arthritis” as well as “lyme arthritis”
are all phrases contained in the query. When we count
the frequency of a phrase in an individual document,
the two terms of the term-pair need to co-occur contiguously in the document, where the two terms appear
ordered within a window of 1 term.
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For us, proximity of terms is a natural extension of
phrases where the restriction on the nearness of the
terms is somewhat more relaxed[17,18] . The only difference concerning phrases and proximity of terms in
this paper is in the process of counting frequencies in
an individual document. For proximity of terms, terms
of term-pair could appear ordered or unordered within
a window of terms. In our experiment, we set N to 8.
Since CTS is an intuitive and general model, features beyond the bag-of-words can be easily incorporated. Just like a query term, each phrase or proximity
of terms is considered to indicate one topic concept, and
their importance and covering degree can be computed
in the same way described in the above subsections.
Thus we can compute the CTS for phrases and proximity of terms respectively, defined as follows:
X
CTS phrase =
IM (tc i ) × CD(tc i ),
tci ∈TC phrase
(14)
X
CTS proximity =
IM (tc i ) × CD(tc i ).
tci ∈TC proximity
(15)
In general, we denominate CTS based on query
terms and phrases as well as proximity of terms as
CTS term , CTS phrase , CTS proximity respectively. As we
have the models for each kind of feature separately, we
could consider general ways of combining them. In this
work, the combination of each two models is commonly
handed through interpolation.
CTS 1 = λCTS term + (1 − λ)CTS phrase ,

(16)

CTS 2 = λCTS term + (1 − λ)CTS proximity , (17)
where λ is a weighting parameter between 0 and 1.
CTS 1 is the covering topic score based on features of
terms and phrases of the query while CTS2 is based on
features of terms and proximity of terms.
4

Evaluation

In this section, we describe the experiments that
were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of CTS to
predict query performance. The result of prediction was
compared to previous state-of-the-art methods including clarity score and robustness score. Query performance is measured by average precision. In the main,
we seek to answer the following four questions.
1) Is CTS effective enough to predict query performance? What is the contribution to the performance
of CTS for different factors such as ways of measuring
importance and covering degree? We will measure the
correlation between results of CTS and average precision scores in a variety of TREC test collections.
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2) Is CTS robust enough to perform this prediction?
The size of result set N is the main parameter of the
model CTS. We examine the influence of N in the performance of CTS.
3) Does features beyond bag-of-words result in more
prediction power? Is CTS able to gain better results
when extended to incorporate features like phrases and
proximity of terms?
4) Does CTS have high significance compared to
other state-of-the-art methods regarding effectiveness
and efficiency?
4.1

Experimental Setup

Our experiments were performed using a variety of
TREC test collections. All queries used in our experiments are the Title field of TREC topics (usually a
few words), except for TREC-4 where the description
field is used due to a lack of Title field. Table 1 gives
the summary of these collections. The retrieval was
done with the query likelihood model[16] using Dirichlet smoothing (Dirichlet prior µ is set to 1000).
Table 1. Summary of Test Collections
TREC

Collection

1+2+3
4
5
Robust2004

Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk

Terabyte2004
Terabyte2005

minus CR
GOV2
GOV2

1+2
2+3
2+4
4+5

Topic
Number
51∼150
201∼250
251∼300
301∼450;
601∼700①
701∼750
751∼800

Number of
Document
741 856
567 529
524 939
528 155
25 205 197
25 205 197

We used the top 10 retrieved documents to calculate
covering degree defined in (7), unless otherwise stated.
Figs.3 and 4 show that the performance of CTS is in-

sensitive to the size of result set and it is less timeconsuming to use only 10 documents. We computed
variations of CTS only based on the features of bagof-words, except for in Subsection 4.4 where we examined the prediction power of CTS combining features of
phrases and proximity of terms.
4.2

Correlation with Average Precision

We measure the correlation between CTS and
average precision by Kendall’s rank correlation test.
Kendall’s rank correlation is used for measuring the
degree of correspondence between two rankings. The
values of it range between −1.0 and 1.0 where −1.0
means perfect negative correlation and 1.0 means perfect positive correlation.
In this paper, we prefer to use Kendall’s rank correlation to compare the ranking of queries by average
precision to the ranking by CTS of these queries, because lots of previous research of prediction[3,12,13] utilize this non-parametric test, which makes our results
of prediction comparable to those results of previous
research.
The results for correlation with average precision are
shown in Table 2, where bold cases mean the results are
statistically significant at the 0.05 level. As described
in the previous section, CTS is mainly comprised of
two parts, namely importance of topic concepts (IM)
and covering degree of topic concepts (CD). Here we
try several variations of CTS using different measures
of IM and CD. The first column of Table 2 refers to the
way to measure importance of a topic concept, while
the second column refers to the way to measure covering degree. When CD is set to const, it means that the
factor of covering degree is ignored, and we set the covering degree of all the topic concepts for each query to
be 1. In this case, CTS only uses the static information

Table 2. Kendall’s Rank Correlation Coefficient for Correlation Between Average Precision and
Variations of CTS with Different Ways of Measuring Importance and Covering Degree
IM

CD

TREC123

TREC4

TREC5

Robust2004

Terabyte2004

Terabyte2005

IM1
IM1
IM1
IM2
IM2
IM2
const
const

const
CD1
CD2
const
CD1
CD2
CD1
CD2

0.2885
0.4048
0.4036
0.1782
0.3980
0.3814
0.1014
0.0776

0.2180
0.3796
0.5004
0.2473
0.5624
0.6147
0.3029
0.3029

0.1037
0.3322
0.3306
0.0988
0.4776
0.4220
0.1102
0.1951

0.3327
0.4001
0.4260
0.3331
0.4355
0.4543
0.0778
0.1281

0.2636
0.3027
0.2908
0.2704
0.3112
0.3129
0.0374
0.1003

0.2506
0.2882
0.3012
0.2833
0.3371
0.3551
0.0971
0.0955

① Topic 672 is removed because it has no relevant documents.
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and becomes a pre-retrieval predictor. When IM is set
to const, it means that we weigh all the topic concepts
the same.
From these results, we firstly observe that CTS significantly correlates with average precision in a variety
of TREC test collections.
Secondly, variations of CTS using IM2 have better
results than using IM1 most of the time. This indicates
IM2 is a more sophisticated method of quantifying the
importance of topic concept compared to IM1.
Thirdly, predictors only utilizing the static information (CD = const) cannot predict query performance
well, and powerful predictors of query performance have
to integrate both static and dynamic information simultaneously.
Fourthly, variations of CTS weighing all the topic
concepts the same (IM = const) lose their prediction
power significantly. It demonstrates that it is necessary
to weigh the topic concepts based on their importance.
Finally, it is observed that variations of CTS using CT2 have better results than using CT1 in 4 of
the 6 datasets (datasets of TREC4, Robust2004, Terabyte2004 and Terabyte2005). It indicates that setting the returned documents to different weights can
increase the prediction power in some times but not
in all the times. We attribute the exception to the
following cause: CT2 cannot weigh the documents in
those collections properly. Hence a more sophisticated
method of weighting documents has to be developed.
Concerning that CTS using CD1 has consistent and robust performance in different collections, while CD1 is
simple and easy to compute, CD1 could be an alternative to the more sophisticated ones.

4.3

Influence of Parameters on Predicting

CTS has one main parameter, the size of result set
N . Obviously when more documents are used, more
statistical information can be utilized to do the estimation. However, as N increases, the newly joined documents tend to be irrelevant for queries in both high and
low performances and they have little contribution to
estimation. Hence, whether the performance relies on
N is an important issue.
Figs.3 and 4 show the influence of N on CTS using IM1 and IM2 respectively (both using CD1). The
curves shown in these figures have their highest values
between 10 and 30. However, the curves are all quite
flat. This shows that the performance of CTS is insensitive to N , and is robust and easy to implement in real
applications, and does not require parameter tuning.
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Fig.3. Influence of result size on estimation, IM1.

Fig.4. Influence of result size on estimation, IM2.

4.4

Power of Features Beyond Bag-of-Words

In this subsection, we examine the prediction power
of CTS combining features beyond the bag-of-words.
We compare the performance of CTS1 and CTS2 defined in (16) and (17), respectively, to that of CTS term
only using topic concepts of query terms in the data
collection of Robust2004. For the case (IM1, CD1) in
Table 3, we adopt the parameter λ that yields the highest value of Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient by linear search. For all the other cases in Table 3, we use
the same parameter trained in the case (IM1, CD1).
In fact, experimental results demonstrate that the optimal combination weight λ changes little across our
tested cases.
As shown in Table 3, CTS1 and CTS2 have better
results than CTS term for variances of CTS, especially
for models using IM1. This is a clear indication by
which phrases and proximity of terms can be useful in
improving the performance of query prediction. It also
demonstrates that CTS can benefit from those features
easily as CTS is quite a general model.
4.5

Significance of CTS

In order to better assess the significance of CTS, we
compare CTS with previous state-of-the-art methods
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including clarity score and robustness score. Robustness score is reported to have the highest correlation
with the average precision in a variety of TREC test
collections, to our best knowledge[12] . In order to ensure the comparability, we use the same retrieval model
and the same data collection when computing predicting scores.
Table 3. Kendall’s Rank Correlation Coefficient for
Correlation Between Average Precision and CTS term , CTS 1 as
Well as CTS 2 with Different Ways of Measuring Importance
and Covering Degree in the Data Collection of Robust2004
IM

CD CTS term

IM1
IM1
IM2
IM2

CD1
CD2
CD1
CD2

0.4001
0.4260
0.4355
0.4543

CTS 1
0.4304
0.4415
0.4407
0.4567

CTS 2

(+7.58%) 0.4444 (+11.07%)
(+3.64%) 0.4468 (+4.88%)
(+1.19%) 0.4375 (+0.46%)
(+0.53%) 0.4583 (+0.88%)

We compare CTS(IM2, CD2) with clarity score and
robustness score using the data collection described in
Table 1. As shown in Table 4, CTS has a stronger
correlation with average precision compared to clarity
score and robustness score. We point out that we only
used the reported results[12] here because we cannot get
the same results as reported when we redid the experiments.

borrowed from [19]. Here, query difficulty prediction
problem can be regarded as a binary decision problem
on every two queries Qi and Qj . For one algorithm,
if the order of two prediction scores is the same as the
order of the AP (average precision) values, a successful
decision is made, otherwise a wrong decision is made.
Let Xi ∈ {0, 1} be the measure of success for algorithm X on the i-th decision, where 1 means correct and
0 means incorrect. Yi ∈ {0, 1} is the measure of success
for algorithm Y on the i-th decision. It is obvious that
if the number of total queries is M , the number of total
decisions should be M (M − 1)/2. Let n be the number
of times where Xi differs from Yi , k be the number of
times where Yi is bigger than Xi . The null hypothesis is that k has a binomial distribution③ of Bin(n, p)
where p = 0.5, while the alternative hypothesis is that k
has a binomial distribution of Bin(n, p) where p > 0.5,
meaning algorithm Y is better than X. If n > 12, the
P -value can be computed using the standard normal
distribution for
k − 0.5n
√ .
Z=
(18)
0.5 n
If the P -value is low enough, we can reject the null
hypothesis, i.e., algorithm Y is better than X.
We used the above hypothesis testing to compare
CTS with clarity score and robustness score algorithms.
The P -level results are listed in Table 5.

Table 4. Comparison of Kendall’s Rank Correlation
Coefficient for Several Estimation Methods
TREC

Clarity Robust
Score
Score

123
4
5
Robust2004
Terabyte2004
Terabyte2005

0.331
0.353
0.311
0.412
0.134
0.171

0.329
0.548
0.328
0.392
0.213
0.208

CTS(IM2, CD2)

0.381(+15.1% +15.8%)
0.615(+74.2% +12.2%)
0.422(+35.7% +28.7%)
0.454(+10.2% +15.8%)
0.313(+136% +47.0%)
0.355(+107% +70.7%)

We use the Title field of TREC topics (usually a few
words) as queries in our experiments in order to model
what real users do in the Web context (e.g., users submit short queries to search engines). The prediction
power shown in Table 4 gives CTS significant potential
for use in real applications.
To validate whether CTS outperforms other statistical methods significantly② , we use a significance test

Table 5. Significance Test Results
TREC
123
4
5
Robust2004
Terabyte2004
Terabyte2005

CTS vs. Clarity Score CTS vs. Robust Score
< 10−20
< 10−20
9.07 × 10−12
< 10−20
< 10−20
< 10−20

< 10−20
4.65 × 10−14
< 10−20
0.006
< 10−20
2.89 × 10−10

From Table 5, we can see clearly that CTS outperforms clarity score and robust score in statistics significantly.
In addition, we did another significance test from
[20] (see p.154). Surprisingly, the results are almost
the same as Table 5. We also did random tests to enhance our conclusion. From the prediction sequence by
algorithm X, we randomly exchange two elements and
compute the Kendall’s tau of the new sequence. The

② Because we cannot get the same results as previous work, we only use the results in our experiments to do significance test. In
fact, though most of our repeated results are not so high as reported, their differences are not so great. So we believe the significance
test results should be reliable.
③ The events that X differs Y are not strictly independent with each other. But when the number n is big enough, the events
i
i
can be regarded as approximately independent. In our experiments, the smallest n is bigger than 300.
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process repeats 10 000 times. Then we plot the distribution figure and find the point of the Kendall’s tau of
algorithm Y . One of the figures is as follows④ .
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in the whole vocabulary among the returned dataset.
Thus, the time complexity of clarity score is O(VN ).
The efficiency of robustness score computation is dominated by the estimation of document models in V dimension for the top N documents retrieved and times
K of sampling documents from the document models,
as well as ranking the sampled documents given the retrieval model. The time complexity of robustness score
is O(VNK ). For CTS, we only need to calculate the
relative frequencies of query terms in the returned data
set. The time complexity of CTS is O(mN ).
Table 6. Comparison of Time Complexity

Fig.5. Simulated distribution of Kendall’s tau for robust score
algorithm using Terabyte2004.

The point corresponding to 95% percentile is 0.291
which is lower than 0.313 (see Table 4). Thus we can say
CTS is statistically better than Robust Score algorithm
from Fig.5. If we randomly exchange more elements,
the mean value will be closer to zero. We can get the
above more confidently. Using other test collections, we
also got similar results and the same conclusion.
5

Efficiency

Besides the effectiveness comparison shown in Subsection 4.5, we try to analyze the computational complexity of the predictors, which is one of the main factors used for evaluating the performance of an algorithm. In this work, we use the time complexity to
measure the efficiency for a given algorithm, which represents the scale of floating point operations for the
same scale of inputs.
The efficiency of CTS computation with (1) is dominated by the estimation of the covering degree of topic
concepts by (7), since importance of query terms can be
precomputed at index-time as static information. As a
result, CTS only needs to calculate the relative frequencies of query terms in the returned dataset in practice,
which makes it extremely easy and fast to compute.
Table 6 shows the time complexity of clarity score
and robustness score, as well as CTS. In Table 6, m is
the length of the query, N is size of returned dataset,
V is the size of vocabulary in the whole collection, and
K is the number of circulation in robustness score. The
efficiency of clarity score computation is dominated by
the estimation of the query language model[10] . In fact,
it needs to compute probabilities of all the unique terms

Estimation Method

Time Complexity

Clarity Score
Robustness Score
CTS

O(VN )
O(VNK )
O(mN )

We point out that both clarity score and robustness score are calculated in high V dimension while V
is the number of unique terms in the whole collection.
V tends to be an extremely large number (e.g., V is
630 035 in dataset of Robust2004). For CTS, the predictor performs the prediction in low m dimension, calculating the relative frequencies of query terms. m is
the length of a query, which is often comprised of a few
terms.
At the same time, CTS needs a small proportion of
returned documents to perform the prediction (N is set
to 10), while N of clarity score is 500 and N of robustness score is 50. Hence, for CTS, it takes less time to
access documents and less storage space when processing the documents. As a result, CTS has a low level
of computational complexity, compared to clarity score
and robustness score.
6

Conclusion and Future Research

We have proposed a conceptually simple and intuitive statistical method named Covering Topic Score
(CTS) to predict query performance. It is based on how
well the topic of the user’s query is covered by retrieved
documents from a certain retrieval system. Models obtained from different sources, e.g., query terms, phrases,
proximity of terms, are kept separate, and as a result,
our model is easy to understand and expand. Experiments demonstrate that CTS significantly correlates
with query performance in a variety of TREC test collections, and in particular CTS gains more prediction
power benefiting from features of phrases and proximity

④ Here we use the results of Terybyte2004, our robust score algorithm got 0.269 of Kendall’s tau, which is higher than reported
results in Table 4.
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of terms. We compare CTS with previous state-of-theart methods and our experimental results show that
CTS consistently performs better than, or at least as
well as, other methods. Furthermore, CTS is demonstrated to have very low computational complexity,
given significant potential for use in real applications.
There are still open issues related to this research.
First of all, we can individualize and optimize the combination of features beyond the bag-of-words through
a learning phase like the hidden Markov training algorithm. Secondly, in this work, we use words and
richer proximity features to represent topics. We plan
to develop a more sophisticated concept-based model
to define the topic by using linguistic and data mining
techniques. Thirdly, our general model can be used to
measure the quality of feedback documents and allow
some flexibility in combining the query model prior to
feedback information, which is discussed in [21]. Finally, we plan to extend our model to make it adaptive
in real Web context. In the Web environment, there are
more features which can be used to perform the prediction, such as document structure information (containing many different fields like title, head, body etc.) and
link information, as well as URL information. Due to
the simplicity of our model, we believe these new features can be easily incorporated.
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